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We prove that the set of orderings of any orderable planar ternary ring, and thus the set of 
orderings of any orderable projective plane, forms a space of orderings in the sense of Marshall. 
On the one hand this result establishes a new and rich class of models for Marshall’s axiomatic 
setting, on the other hand it leads to a lot of new results on ordered projective planes. 
Introduction 
In connection with his work on the foundations of geometry, Hilbert established 
the notion of orderings of fields. A systematic treatment of ordered fields, however, 
was first set up by Artin and Schreier. The celebrated Local-Global Principle of 
Pfister [28] on the relationship between the reduced Witt ring and the orderings of 
a field then led to an extensive development of the reduced theory of quadratic forms 
and caused profound investigations of orderings and preorderings of fields.“) Study- 
ing the structure of ordered projective planes we are mainly interested in the ax- 
iomatic treatments of this relationship established in the 80s. Marshall’s notion of 
a space of orderings [19], requiring a set of orderings to fulfil only four axioms, 
allows to carry over a large portion of the classical theory to an abstract setting. Ex- 
tending the reduced theory to local rings Kleinstein, Knebusch, Rosenberg and Ware 
developed in [ 161 and [ 141 the notion of abstract Witt rings. Here, additional axioms 
[ 151 guarantee the connection with Marshall’s theory. The number of known models 
for Marshall’s spaces of orderings, sets of orderings of fields, and signatures of 
semilocal rings, was augmented in the work of Marshall [24] (see also Powers [29], 
Craven [7] and Tschimmel [32]) by spaces of orderings of skew fields. In this paper 
we prove that even the set of orderings of an arbitrary orderable planar ternary ring, 
(‘I First steps are due to BrBcker [2] and Becker, Kapping [l]. A survey can be found in Lam [18]. 
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and thus the set of orderings of an arbitrary orderable projective or affine plane’2’, 
forms a space of orderings in the sense of Marshall. On the one hand, this way we 
obtain a new and rich class of models for Marshall’s spaces of orderings. On the 
other hand we get a lot of new results on the structure of ordered planes establishing 
Marshall’s theory within the scope of the foundations of geometry. 
In the first section we shall collect some basic definitions and results on orderings, 
preorderings and arithmetic in planar ternary rings (PTRs) from [lo] and [ 111. In 
the following sections we extend results of Craven [7], Tschimmel [31] and Marshall 
[24] on skew fields to PTRs. Though arithmetic in PTRs seems very restricted, 
making essential use of Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 1.6 we are able to carry over 
Marshall’s proof for skew fields to PTRs, and to show in Section 2 that X/P 
satisfies the new axioms for spaces of orderings given in [24]. As an application we 
obtain for instance Brocker’s result on the possible numbers of orderings for PTRs. 
In the last section some classical results on the structure of Witt rings are established 
within our setting, giving an interpretation of Marshall’s abstract concepts of value 
sets, isotropy, isometry and Witt equivalence for spaces of orderings of PTRs. 
1. Orderings and preorderings of planar ternary rings and Q(T) 
Given a planar ternary ring (PTR) T, then ab : = T(a, 6, 0) defines a product and 
a+ b := T(l, a, 6) a sum respectively such that T” := T \ (0) and T respectively 
become loops. Additionally, let a - b be defined by (a - b)+b = a. For 0 - a we sim- 
ply write -a. As pointed out in [8, p. 351 we have 
(a+ 6)-6 = a, a-O=a, a-a=O, 
and the equations a-x = b and y - a = b are uniquely solvable in T. 
Definition. An element of a loop (L, . ) is called quasisquare of L iff it can be writ- 
ten as a (finite) product of elements of L containing each factor an even number 
of times. By S(L) we mean the set of quasisquares of L. 
Definition. Given a PTR T let R’(T) denote the set of those elements r of T* for 
which there exist a, b, c, d, rn, n, U,XE T such that a# 6, n fm, u fx, T(m, u, c) = 
T(n,u,d) and one of the following equations holds: 
T(m,x,a)-T(m,x, 6) = I-. (a-b) 
or 
T(n,x,d)-T(m,x,c) = r. ((n-m)(x-u)). 
c2) For the concept of coordinatizing a projective or affine plane by a planar ternary ring 
(TernCrk6rper), see Pickert [27]. 
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Let R(T) be the normal subloop(3) generated by R’(T) in T*, and Q(T) the normal 
subloop generated by H(T) : = R(T). S(T*) in T*. 
An algebraic characterization of the ‘Halbordnungen’ of projective planes 
established by Sperner [3 I] was first given by Karzel [ 121 and [13] (compare also [S]). 
With regard to [9] and [lo] we may define: 
Definition. A quadratic character of T* is called Halbordnung of T iff its kernel 
contains R’(T). A Halbordnung sg of T is called order of T iff it fulfills sg(- 1) = - 1 
and (sg(a) = sg(b) = 1 * sg(a + b) = 1). 
If sg is an order of T, then by a < b : * sg(b - a) = 1, a linear order relation is defin- 
ed on T that satisfies the laws of monotony given by Crampe [5] (also [30, p. 181 I); 
conversely, any such order relation is uniquely determined in this way by some order 
of T. 
Now we shall recall some results and definitions from [IO] and [ll] concerning 
orderings and preorderings of PTRs (see also [9, $11). 
1.1. Proposition. (1) T*/Q(T) is an abelian group of exponent 2. 
(2) Any Halbordnung of T contains Q(T) in its kernel and is uniquely determined 
by a character of T*/Q(T). 
1.2. Definition and Theorem. A PTR T is said to be formally-real iff zero is not 
a (finite) sum of elements of H(T). T is orderable if and only if T is formally-real. 
Definition. A subset P of a PTR T is called preordering of T iff it satisfies 
(Pl) Pr--P=O, (P2) PSPC P, 
(P3) P.PCP, (P4) Q(T) c P. 
A preordering P is called ordering of T iff it fulfills 
(PO) P U -P U (0) = T. 
For a preordering P of T let X/P denote the set of all orderings of T containing 
P. The set of all orderings of T is referred to as X(T). 
As we pointed out in [lo] and [l 11, almost all results on orderings and pre- 
orderings of fields also apply to PTRs: 
1.3. Proposition. (1) For any order sg of T the set ker(sg) := {XE T* 1 sg(x) = l} is 
c3) For the notion of normal subloops of a loop see Bruck [4, p. 601. 
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an ordering of T. Conversely, given any ordering P of T there exists a unique order 
sg such that P= ker(sg). 
(2) Any preordering P of T is a normal subloop of T* and has the index 2 in T” 
if and only if it is already an ordering. T*/P is an abelian group of exponent 2. 
(3) Any preordering P of T can be extended to some ordering P’ > P of T. 
(4) Any preordering P of T equals the intersection of all orderings extending P. 
Definition. Given any PTR T we denote by P,,(T) the set of those elements of T 
writeable as (finite) sum of elements of Q(T). 
1.4. Proposition. For any PTR T the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T is formally-real. 
(2) P,(T) is a preordering of T. 
(3) - 16 P&T). 
(4) 0 @P,(T). 
(5) There exists t E T \ P,(T) such that t + t f0. 
Given a formally-real PTR T the preordering P,(T) is contained in each pre- 
ordering of T and equals the intersection of all orderings of T, thus X/P,(T)= 
X(T). 
To conclude this section we collect some results from [lo] concerning complex ad- 
dition and multiplication with Q(T). For Q(T) we simply write Q. 
1.5. Lemma. For a, b, c E T we have 
(1) aQ= Qa, (Qa)b = Q(ab>, a(bQ) = @b)Q, a(Qb> = (aQ)b; 
(2) Q(ab) = Qtbah Q(a(bcN = Q((ab>d; 
(3) Q[(a+b)-(a+c)l=Q[b-cl; 
(4) Q[(a+b>-(c+b)l=Q[a-cl; 
(5) Q[(-a)+bl = QW - al; 
(6) Qk-b)l = Qb+ 61; 
(7) QI-(a-Wl=Q[b-4; 
(8) QKa+ b)+cl = Qb-((4-W; 
(9) Q[(a - b)c] = Q[ac - bclC4); 
(10) Q[a(b-c)]=Q[ab-ac]; 
(11) Q[-abl = QK-01 = QM-b)l; 
(12) Q[(1+a)2-((1+a)+a)]=Q, for a#O. 
Proof. Clearly, by Proposition 1.1(l), (1) and (2) hold. Using Q. R(T)=R(T). Q 
we obtain (3) up to (6) and (8) up to (11) by [lo, 2.21. To check (7) consider the 
following equation from the definition of R(T): 
(4) The precedence to carry out the arithmetic is the usual one, thus: ac-bc=(ac)-(bc) and 
-ab = -(ab). 
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T(n,x, d) - T(m,x, c) = r((n - m)(x- u)) for T(n, u, d) = T(m, u, c). 
Choose m=l, c=n=O and apply (11) with CI= 1. To prove (12) let n=u= 1, c=O 
and x= m = 1 + a in the above equation. We find 
Q[((l +~)+a)-(1 +a)(1 +a)] = Q[(l -m)(m- l)] = Q(-1) 
by (7) and (11). Again by (7) and (11) the assertion follows. 0 
1.6. Proposition. Let L, M, and N be nonempty subsets of T satisfying QL = L, 
QM=M and QN=N and let a,bET. Then 
M+N= N-+-M, NM = MN, 
(L+M)+N= L+(M+N), (NM)L = N(ML), 
(L+M)a = La+Ma, a(L+M) = aL+aM, 
-(Mab) = M(-a)b = Ma(-6) = M(-ab). 
Proof. See [lo, 2.3 and 2.81. 0 
In particular, this proposition applies to subsets of the kind Qx and Px for a pre- 
ordering P of T and XE T”. 
More information on the structure of the sets H(T), especially in PTRs that are 
somehow homogeneous, can be found in [lo, 1.3 and 1.51. 
2. Forms and spaces of orderings of planar ternary rings 
In the sequel let T denote a formally-real PTR, P a preordering of T and 
P’ : = P U { 0} . By virtue of Proposition 1.3( 1) we may identify any ordering of X/P 
with an order sg of T, the kernel of which contains P. Thus we may regard X/P 
as a subset of the character group x(T*/P) of T*/P. Since T*/P is a group of ex- 
ponent 2, the basic notions of Marshall’s abstract theory of forms [22, §1,2] can 
be carried over to our setting: 
Definition. A form over T of dimension n is just an n-tupel f = (a,, . . . ,a,,) of ele- 
ments of T*. For a form f = <a,, .. . , a,> and sgEx(T*/P) let the signature off at 
sg be defined by 
sg(f) := sg(a,) + ... + sg(a,) E H. 
Two forms f and g over T are said to be Witt-equivalent(5) (over P), iff sg(f)= 
sg(g) for all sg E X/P, denoted by f-p g. Two Witt-equivalent forms f and g are 
called isometric (over P), iff they have the same dimension, denoted by f =.p g. We 
(5) Compare [22, 2.31 
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shall say that a form f represents an element a of T* (over P), iff there exist 
a2 ,..., a,,ET*suchthatf=.,(a,a, ,..., a,). The set of all elements of T represented 
by f is denoted by DP(f) or Dpf and is called the value set off. 
If the preordering P is clear from the context, we shall often drop the subscript 
P and simply write - , z and D(f). 
On the set of forms over T a sum and a product are defined by 
and 
(a , ,..., a,)+(b, ,..., b,) := (a, ,..., a,,b, ,..., 6,) 
(a 1 ,..., a,).(bl ,..., b,) := (a,bl ,..., alb,,a2bl ,..., a,b,). 
Note that the relations ‘Witt-equivalent’ and ‘isometric’ are equivalence relations 
compatible with ‘ + ’ and ‘ . ‘. These operations induce a ring structure on the set 
W,(T) of equivalence classes of the relation ‘-p’, making it a commutative ring 
with unity, called the Witt ring of T (over P). Note that we may regard W,(T) as 
the subring of the ring of continuous functions from X/P to Z generated by the 
functions B : sg H sg(a), a E T”, giving Z the discrete and X/P the Harrison topology 
(cp. [26, III, 2.81 and [22, p. 5081). 
2.1. Lemma. T= P+ P(-1). 
Proof. It suffices to show T C P+ P(-1). By Proposition 1.6 we have S := P+ 
P(-l)=P(-l)+P=(-P)+P, S+PcS and SS=(P-tP(-l))(P+P(-l))cP+ 
P(-1)+P(-1)+P(-1)2cP+P(-l)=S. Using [ll, 1.6, l] we find that S’:= 
S \ (0) is a normal subloop of T*. 
Given aET* (a=0 is already in S) we observe ((1 +a)+a)-(1 +a)2~P(-l) apply- 
ing Lemma 1.5, (12), (7) and (11). Thus (1 +a)+aEP(-l)+P. 
By Lemma 1.5(8) and Proposition 1.6 we obtain Q[l - ((-a) - a)] = Q[(l + a) + a] c 
QS=S. 
By Lemma 1.5(7) and Proposition 1.6 we get ((-a)-a)-1 E Q[l-((-a)-a)] . 
(-1) CS(-l)=s. Hence (-a)-aES+PCS. By Lemma 1.5, (6) and (7) this yields 
a+aEQ(a+a) = Q(a-(-a)) = Q((-a)-a)(-1) C S(-1) = S. On the other hand, 
a+aEPa+Pa = (P+P)a C Pa C Q[Pa-(-l)a]+P(-1)a = Q[P-(-l)]a+ 
P(-1)a = Q[P+ l]a+P(-1)a c Pa+P(-1)a = Sa. Since T is formally-real, we 
clearly have a + a # 0 and thus a + a E S’ fI S’a. Due to the fact that S’ is a normal 
subloop of T* this implies a E S. 0 
The following lemma gives a representation criterion for binary forms: 
2.2. Lemma. Let a, b E T*. Then we have P’a+ P’b = D,(a, b) U (0). 
Proof. Since isometric forms have the same value set, we have D( 1, ab) = D(aa, ab) = 
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a.D(a,b). Thus, and since a. (P’a+ P’b)=P’+ P’ab, it suffices to show 
P’+ P’x=D(l,x) u (0). 
Ifxe -P=P(-l)wehaveD(l,x)=D(l,-l)=T*andP’+P’x=P’+P’(-l)=T 
by Lemma 2.1. 
Now assume x4 -P. Then, by [ll, 2.31, P[x] := (P’+ P’x) \ (0) is a preordering 
of T. Now let z E D( 1,x). For all sg E X/P[x] we have sg E X/P and sg(x) = 1, 
whence sg(z) = 1 follows. Thus by Proposition 1.3(4) we get z E P[x]. Conversely, if 
z E P[x], then for all sg E X/P sg(x) = 1 implies sg(z) = 1. Hence ( 1, x) - (z, zx), and 
so ZED(l,X). 0 
2.3. Theorem. Let T be a formally-real PTR and P a preordering of T. Then 
(X/P, T”/P) is a space of orderings in the sense of Marshall. 
Proof. According to Marshall [24] we just have to check: 
(S2) sg(- 1) = -1 for all sg EX/P. 
(S3) {a E T* 1 sg(a) = 1 for all sg E X/P} = P. 
(S4*) For all x, y E T*, 
u QJ(Y,S) = u Dp(x,t). 
SEDP(l,X) tsDP(l,Y) 
(S5*) If sg E x(T*/P) satisfies sg(- 1) = - 1 and if 1 + sg(x) = sg(y) + sg(z) holds for 
all x, y, z E T” satisfying ( 1, x) zp ( y, z), then sg E X/P. 
Clearly, (S2) and, by Proposition 1.3, (S3) are fulfilled. By the lemma above, 
(S4*) reduces to check the identity 
I& I)mYJ) =P'Y+P'(P'+P'x) 
= P’x+ P’(P’+ P’y) = u D(x, t> 
IGD(l,Y) 
which is fulfilled by Proposition 1.6. Finally, let sg E x(T*/P) satisfy the hypothesis 
of (SS*). By Proposition 1.1 we may regard sg as a Halbordnung of T. If 
sg( y) = sg(z) = 1 and x = y + z for y, z E T”, then xf 0 (otherwise sg( y) = sg(-z) = 
sg((- 1)~) = -sg(z)). Thus, by Lemma 2.2, there exists u E T* such that (u,x) G ( y, z). 
This implies (1, UX) z (uy, UZ) and thus 1 + sg(ux) = sg(uy)+sg(uz), whence sg(u)+ 
sg(x) = sg(y)+ sg(z)=2 follows. So we have sg(x)= 1, which means that sg is an 
order of T. Thus sg EX/P. 0 
2.4. Remark. (1) In particular, (X(T), T*/P,(T)) is a space of orderings, called the 
space of orderings of T. 
(2) W,(T) is isomorphic to W(X/P,T*/P), the abstract Witt ring associated to 
(X/P, T */P) . 
(3) Let T be a PTR, not formally-real, and assume t + t #O for any non-zero t 
of T (in the case of a quasifield this is equivalent to char(T) #2). Then 
(X(T), T*/(P,(T) \ {O}))=(O, (1)) is also a (trivial) space of orderings. 
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Theorem 2.3 allows to apply the structure theory of spaces of orderings presented 
in [19-21, 231 to the set of orderings of arbitrary PTRs, and thus to the set of 
orderings of projective and affine planes. 
Concluding this section we shall carry over two results on finite spaces of order- 
ings to PTRs. More applications of Marshall’s theory to ordered planes will be given 
in forthcoming papers. 
In [ 191, Marshall developed a recursive algorithm to construct all finite spaces of 
orderings. A space of orderings (X, G) is said to be finite iff X, or equivalently G, 
is finite; and two spaces of orderings (X, G) and (X’, G’) are said to be isomorphic 
iff there exists a group isomorphism (Y : G --t G’ such that the dual isomorphism 
(Y* :x(G’)-+x(G) maps X’ onto X. In view of [19], Theorem 2.3 yields: 
2.5. Theorem. Any finite space of orderings of a formally-real PTR is isomorphic 
to the space of orderings of some Pythagorean commutative field. 
The structure of finite spaces of orderings is fairly well known. For instance, 
Craven [6] gives a survey of the corresponding Witt rings, and Brocker [3] deter- 
mines their possible numbers of orderings. By virtue of Theorem 2.5 we are able 
to establish his result for PTRs and thus to improve [l 1, 3.21. For the following 
definition of Brocker’s O(n), due to Berman, see [17] or [25]. 
2.6. Corollary. Let T be a formally-real PTR and P a preordering of finite index 
in T*, say 1 T* : PJ =2”. Then IX/PI E O(n). Here O(n) is recursively defined by 
(i) O(l):= {l}, 
(ii) O(n):=2-O(n- 1) U (1 +O(n- 1)). 
3. On the structure of W,(T) 
Let T be a PTR, P a preordering of T and P’ := PU (0). By Theorem 2.3, 
(X/P, T*/P) is a space of orderings and thus, in particular, satisfies the axiom (04) 
of Marshall [19]: 
If f and g are forms over T and if x~&(f +g), then there exist 
YE&(f), zE&(g) such that XE&(Y,Z). 
This axiom serves as an abstract correlative of the classical representation criterion 
(see 118, 1.191) and thus allows us to establish this criterion for Witt rings of PTRs. 
3.1. Representation criterion. For a,, . . . , a, E T* we have P’a, + ..- + P’a, = 
LX%, . . . , a,>) U lOI. 
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Proof. Since, by definition, D(a) =Pa and, by Lemma 2.2, D(al,az) U (0) = 
P’a, + P’a2, we obtain the inclusion ‘ > ’ by induction on n, making heavy use of 
(04) and Proposition 1.6. 
For the reverse inclusion, first note that, as in the classical case, we have 
sg((a + b, ab(a + 6))) = (1 + sg(ab)) . sg(a + b), which involves 
(*) (a,b> E (a+b,ab(a+b)) for all a,bET*, a+b#O. 
Now let z E P’a, + . ..+P’a.,, z#O. We may assume that zePa; for all i=l,...,n 
(otherwise we are done). Thus there exist pt, . . ..prc P, 1 <rsn, such that (after 
relabelling the indices if needed): 
z = (-..((~~a, +pP2a2)+p&+ -..)+prar (by 1.6). 
Choosing r minimal we obtain for m = 2, . . . , r nonzero elements 
z, := (...(p,a, +p2u2) + .e.)+pma,. 
Since, by definition, (x) =:p (px) for all x E T*, p E P, applying (*) repeatedly we 
find bZ, . . . , b,E T* such that 
ha2, . . . . a,> +(Plal,p2a2,a3, . . ..a.) 
gp(z2,b2,a3,..., a,> E-P <b2,z2,p3a3, .., ,a,,) 
=P<b2,z3,b3,a4 ,..., a,)~p...~p(b2,...,b,,z,a,+,,...,a,) 
Ep(z,b2 ,..., br,ar+l ,..., a,>. 0 
In Marshall’s abstract theory, a form is called isotropic iff it is isometric to a form 
of the shape (1, -1,x3, . . . . x,). The following corollary relates this notion to an ex- 
tension of the classical notion of isotropy (see [18, 1.141 and note that (1, -1) =0 
in W,(T)). 
3.2. Corollary. For a,, . . . , a, E T*, n > 2, the folio wing statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a nontrivial representation of zero as element of P’a, + ... + P’a,. 
(2) There exist b3, . . . , 6, E T* such that 
(a , ,... ,a,) -P(b3,...,b,). 
Proof. (1) =) (2). By assumption, there exists PEP such that, without loss of 
generality, -pal E P’a2 + ... + P’a,. Since P(-a,) = P(-pal), by 3.1 this implies 
-a, ED(a2, . . . . a,), i.e. there exist b3, . . . . b,,e T* such that (a,, . . . . a,) =p(-a,, 
b 3 ,..., b,). Hence (a, ,..., a,)=,(a,,-a,,b, ,..., b,) -P(b3 ,..., b,). 
(2) 3 (1). Immediate from (at, . . . . a,) -p <b3, . . . . 6,) -P(-al,al, b,, . . . . b,) we 
obtain by 3.1 (after relabelling the indices if needed) -a, E P’a, + Pa2 + ... + Pa,, 
2Smln, and thus 0=-a,+a,~(P’al+Pa2+~~~+Pa,)+PalCPa,+Pa2+~~~+ 
Pa, (by Proposition 1.6). 0 
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3.3. Chain equivalence. Let a,, . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b,E T*. Then (a,, . . . . a,) =p 
(b ,, . . . , b,) iff the n-tupel (a,, . . . . a,,) can be changed into (b,, . . . , b,) by a finite 
sequence of transformations of the following types: 
(1) (x,, *.. 9 xn)~(p,x,,...,pnxn)forp,,...,pn~P, 
(2) (x,, . ..Y x,) ++ (x,(,), , . . ,x,(,)) for permutations 71 of (1, . . . , n}, 
(3) (x,,xZ,x3, .*.Y x,) ++ (x,+x2,x,x2(x, +x,),x,, .-.,x,>. 
Proof. The implication ‘ = ’ is clear by definition and (*). For the reverse 
implication note that, by 3.1, b, E P’a, + a-- + P’a,,. In the very same way as in the 
proof of 3.1 ‘C ', we find b;, . . . . b;E T* such that (a,, . . . . a,,) can be changed 
into (b,, bi, . . . . b;) by a finite number of transformations of the types given. Then 
l&b;,..., b;) gp (b,, b2, . . . . b,) and thus (b& . . . . 6;) Ep(b2, . . . . 6,). The proof 
proceeds by induction. 0 
Theorem 3.3 allows us to extend a classical description of Wp(T) (see [18, 1.271) 
to PTRs: 
3.4. Proposition. W,(T) is isomorphic to the residue class ring of the integral 
group ring Z[T*/P] over T*/P mod&o the ideal K generated by 
(1) P@P(-1) and 
(2) P@P(-t)@P(t-l)@Pt(l-t), tET\{O,l}(? 
Proof. By scaling (-b := at) we obtain from (2), applying Lemma 1.5 and Proposi- 
tion 1.6, 
Pa @ P(-(-b)) @ P((-b)-a) @ Pa(-b)(a-(-b)) E K. 
Using (1) and Lemma 1.5 we get 
Pa 0 Pb @ K = P(a-(-b)) @ Pab(a-(-6)) OK 
=P(a+b)@Pab(a+b)@K for all a,bET*, a#b. 
Thus, if (a,, . . . , a,,) can be changed into (b,, . . . , b,) by a finite sequence of the 
transformations given in 3.3, we have 
Pa,O...OPa,OK=Pb,O...OPb,OK. 
Now consider the mapping ,Q : Z[T*/P] -+ W,(T) induced by Pa, - (a,). By 3.3, Q 
is a well-defined ring homomorphism onto Wp(T) and contains K in its kernel. Let 
e(Pa,@...@Pa,)=(a,,..., a,) = 0 in W,(T). Then clearly, n is even and by 3.3 
(a ,, . . . , a,) can be changed into the n-tupel (1, - 1, . . . , 1, - 1). This implies 
Pa,@..=@Pa,@K=P@P(-l)@...@P@P(-l)@K=K. 
Hence, the kernel of Q equals K. cl 
(~9 Here @ denotes addition in Z[T*/P]. 
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Clearly, Z[T*/P] may be regarded as a residue class ring of L[T*/Q(T)] modulo 
the ideal generated by the relations Q(T) = Q(r). p, p E P. Thus, in case T is a skew- 
field and P=P,(T), the ring given in 3.4 equals one of the Witt rings defined by 
Craven [7]. 
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